EMAIL MIGRATIONS MADE SIMPLE
Migrate mailboxes and emails to Office 365
and Exchange with near-zero downtime.

What is MigrationNinja?
Migrate Seamlessly and Securely
MIGRATE WITH
MIGRATIONNINJA

Increase the efficiency and security of your
migration while cutting costs per user with
MigrationNinja, Forsyte's innovative migration tool
built and hosted in Azure.

100% SaaS

Sensitive data requires extensive security buffers
and it is critical that your data remain highly
secured throughout the duration of your migration.

Hosted in Azure

MigrationNinja offers rapid, successful, and secure
email migrations across complex infrastructures.
No amount of data is too large for the power of
MigrationNinja.

Seamless Transitions

Decrease migration times with the proven
technology that quickly migrates large volumes of
data in shorter amounts of time.

Single Project Manager

Minimal Downtime
Velocity and Scale

Optional Professional Services
Secure and Compliant

"Executing an email migration to Office 365 is
complex. It’s not the migration per se, but recreating the ecosystem of integrations, security
and archiving solutions." - Gartner Research

Expert Support
Better Migration Experience

SEAMLESS AND SECURE EMAIL MIGRATIONS
SEAMLESS USER EXPERIENCE

DATA SCALABILITY

Users are provided a new solution
seamlessly with zero downtime.

Move as many mailboxes as
you want quickly and securely.

100% AZURE SECURITY

Unmatched cloud security
management + threat protection.

- OPTIONAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES -

PRE-MIGRATION SERVICES*

MIGRATION SERVICES*

POST-MIGRATION SUPPORT*

Properly preparing users and
environment with expert advice.

Meticulous attention to detail
with dedicated migration support.

Check-ins on functionality and
capabilities from technical team.
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Migrate Mailboxes with Ease
MigrationNinja was built to efficiently migrate mailboxes and speed up the time
commitment generally associated with any size mail migration. Using Azure
Datacenter Security, MigrationNinja passes data through Azure as a copy to ensure
that no data is ever deleted from a tenant for any reason.
Recommended as a tool for those familiar with migrations and staffed to work on a
full-scale email migration project, MigrationNinja provides optimal speed and
efficiency to successfully run email migrations of all scopes and sizes.
As an added option, Forsyte offers Migration Professional Services to wrap into any
MigrationNinja email migration, with a dedicated team of migration experts
experienced in meticulous planning and delivery.

Secure migrations
backed by the
Azure Datacenter
Security.

Data is passed
through Microsoft
Azure for advanced
security.

Data is copied &
will not be
deleted from your
tenant for any
reason.

Use MigrationNinja for seamless, secure, and successful email migrations.

Google
Exchange
Exchange Online

Office 365

Office 365

Contact us to learn more about the simple, per-user licensing model and start your
flexible, highly secure, and lighting fast migration today. MigrationNinja is built on
Microsoft technology and hosted in Azure for added security.
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